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Cape 

2 hood options
5 different lenghts 

Collar 
Size one size 
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Before you start: 
Read all instructions before starting on your project. 
Seam allowance is NOT included. Add seam allowance where 2 pieces are sewn together. I 
usually have a seam allowance of 0.6 cm since I use a serger with a seam that is 0.5 cm wide. 
Most fabrics is suitable for this pattern. 
Prewash all fabrics before sewing to avoid color bleeding and shrinking. 
Measure the test square on the first page to Sew sure you printed correctly. 
It should measure exactly 4x4 cm (or 2x2”) 

Sew sure you are using the most up to date version of Adobe Reader. 

You will need; 

Sewing machine 
Scissors  
Thread 
Needle (in your machine) suitable for your choice of fabric 
Wonder clips or pins 
Fabric 
Measuring tape 

Fabric requirements: 
The pattern does not include seam allowance. Fabric requirements are based on fabric with a 
width of 150 cm. Remember to add seam allowance and shrinking when ordering fabric from 
the requirements below. Measurements are for 1 layer of fabric.  
If you want an inner layer for your cape, you must double the amount of fabric. 
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It is possible to print only certain sizes using the “layers” 
function in acrobat. 
Select the “Layers” tab. 
Unselect the sizes you do not want to print, leaving the last 
layer selected. 

When printing. Sew sure your printer 
settings are set to “Actual size” and 
“Auto Portrait/Landscape”. 
The files can be printed on Letter and A4. 

Tape the pattern together as shown to the 
right. 
Tip: Cut of the top and left edge of each 
pattern piece. 
Line up each line so the triangles meet and 
form a diamond. 
Do not cut out pattern pieces before taping all 
of the pages together. 
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More photos of finished dresses and more designs are posted regularly on:: 

Instagram: @madebyruni (please tag #madebyruni when you post photos of your 
creations) 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/madebyruni/ 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/madeb
yruni 

All my patterns are available for purchase at www.madebyruni.com several of them 
are also available as physical prints for those who prefer that. 

More tutorials and options on www.patternsbyruni.wordpress.com 

http://www.facebook.com/madebyruni/
http://www.facebook.com/madebyruni/
http://www.facebook.com/madebyruni/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/madebyruni
http://www.facebook.com/groups/madebyruni
http://www.facebook.com/groups/madebyruni
http://www.facebook.com/groups/madebyruni
http://www.madebyruni.com/
http://www.patternsbyruni.wordpress.com/
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Cape 

Before cutting 

This cape comes with two variants of the hood and a collar as an alternative. I have chosen to sew the 

pointed hood and show how to sew the collar in the last pictures. The cape can be buttoned in different 

ways. In this tutorial I have chosen to put an anorak button on a button strip, but you can sew a tie in a 

similar way. Or you can put a button or a Velcro strap directly on the cape. If you are using snaps, I 

recommend using interfacing to prevent the button from loosening. 

Cut the fabric 

The parts where it states “Against fold” should be places 
against the fold on double-folded fabric when cut. This 
applies to, for example, the cape itself. Illustrated in the 
photo of the pattern part for the collar. 
Other parts, such as the hood, should be cut out mirrored. That 
can be done by laying the pattern on double-folded fabric as 
well. However, it is not necessary that they lay against a folded 
edge. This illustrated in the photo of the pattern part of the 
hood. Seam allowance should be added where two parts are 
sewn together. 

Parts 

Cape, outer fabric x2 (mirrored)
Cape, inner fabric x2 (mirrored

Note: You’ll be using the same pattern piece for both the inner 
and outer Cape. Since it has to be cut in two pieces you'll have 
to sew the back seam right sides together to make 1 piece. Do 
the same with the lining. 

Parts 

Hood, Outer fabric x2 (Mirrored, 1 right and 1 left)  

Hood, Inner fabric x2 (Mirrored, 1 right and 1 left) 

Note: You’ll be using the same pattern piece for both 

the inner and the outer hood. 

Two pieces of fabric for the button strips (mine are4 x 

10 cm plus seam allowance).  

Interfacing fabric for the buttons. 

Anorak button. 
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Cape 

Sew the hood 

I begin by sewing the hood, which consists of four parts, together. 

Sew the hood 

Place the parts for the hood, 1 right and 1 left, right sides 

together. Pin and sew as marked with wonder clips. 

Sew the hood 

This is what it looks like when the parts for the hood are sewn. 

Sew the hood 

Next step is to sew the inner and outer part of the hood 

together. Keep one hood facing the wrong side out and turn the 

other hood so that it is facing the right side out. 
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Cape 

Sew the hood 

Place one hood inside the other, right sides together.  

Pin the hoods along the frontline. Sew as marked with clips. 

Sew the hood 

This is what it looks like when the parts for the hood is sewn 
together on the front of the hood. 

Sew the hood. 

This step is optional. If you want, you can stich the tips of the 

hoods together. Place the hood as shown in the photo. 

Sew the hood 

Fold one part of the hood over so that the 2 layers of the inner 

hood lies below the 2 parts of the outer hood, as shown in the 

photo. Sew a few stiches in the seam allowance as marked with 

the wonder clips. 
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Cape 

Sewn 

Turn the hood so that the inner hood is inside the outer hood, 

facing wrong sides together. The hood is done. 

Sew the button strips 

I have chosen to Sew a small button strip and use an anorak 

button to close the cape. If you want to, you can extend the 

button strip, so that you can instead create ties.  You can 

attach ties, or you can sew the button / Velcro directly to the 

cape instead. I have made my button strings a little wider 

than my button when they are sewn together. I will adjust the 

length afterwards. 

Sew the button strips 

To prevent the button from loosening, I have added interfacing to 

the wrong sides of the button strips. 

Sew the button strips 

Fold the button strips right sides together. Pin on the long edge 

and the front of the strips. Sew where it is marked with wonder 

clips. 
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Cape 

Sew the button strips 

This is what your button strips should look like when sewn. 

Sew the button strips 

Turn the button strips, so that they are facing right sides out. 

Sew the button strips 

Attach the anorak button according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. 

Finished 

Adjust the lenght of the button list.  

They are now ready to be attached to the cape. 
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Cape 

Attach the hood to the cape 

Since it is easier to get all layers in the right places, I begin by 

attaching the hood to the outer part of the cape. Mark the center 

of the neck on the cape, and the center of the hood (seam). 

Attach the hood to the cape 

Pin the hood to the cape, starting from the center of the 

neck, working your way to the edges. 

Attach the hood to the cape 

Do not forget to leave seam allowance on each side of the hood. 

The outer and inner fabric of the cape must be sewn together at 

that point.  I am attaching the hood to the cape with a dull seam 

in the seam allowance I use a 7 mm seam allowance, so I Sew my 

dull seam 4 mm form the edge. 

Attach the button strips to the Cape 

I attach the button strips to the cape with a dull seam in the seam 

allowance. Pin the button strips facing right sides together, to the 

cape, a few cm below each side of the neckline. 
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Cape 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Sew the cape 

This is what the outer cape should look like, when you have 

attached the cape and the button lists. Next step is to sew the 

outer cape to the inner cape. 

 
 

 
Sew the cape 

Place the inner cape, right sides together with the outer cape. 

Pin both layers all the way around. Remember to leave a turn 

hole. I have made placed my turn hole on the bottom of the cape 

(marked with a red line), but you can place it anywhere you 

want. When sewing the cape, be careful to sew close to, but not 

in the hood in the corners of the neckline (marked with 2 green 

squares). 

 
 

 
Sew the cape 

This is what it looks like when the cape is sewn.  

It is now time to turn the cape right side out, through the turn 

hole. 

 
 
 
 
 

Sew the cape 

Now all there is left to do is to close the turn hole. Fold over the 

seam allowance on the outer and inner fabric. Pin and sew 

where I have marked with wonder clips. You will have the best 

result by hand stitching, but the turn hole can be closed using 

the sewing machine as well. 
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Cape 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Your cape is done 

The fabric used for this cape comes from Ohlsson’s Tyger. The 

sewing machines used for this tutorial are from JUKI Sweden. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sew the collar 

The collar is made from 2 pieces, an inner and an outer part. If 

you want a stiff collar, you can use interfacing on one or both 

layers. 

 
 
 

 
Sew the collar 

Place the two parts for the collar facing right sides together: 

Pin the sides and the top of the collar. Sew where I have 

marked with wonder clips. 
 
 
 
 
Sew the collar 

This is what your collar should 
look like when sewn. 
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Cape 
 

 

 
 
 

Sew the collar 

To get pointed corners, cut of the seam allowance in the corners 

of the collar. If you are using a Serger, be sure to attach the seam 

to the corners first, so that the seam is no scratched. 

 
 
 
 
 
Sewn  

Turn the collar right sides out. 

Attach the collar to the hood in the same way as the hood. 




